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• What new advertising techniques are emerging/might emerge in the
coming years?

• What are the new funding models for audiovisual media services?

• Will commercial communications be a central part of the business
models for Smart/Connected TV offerings?

• What kind of new forms of advertising have we seen/might we see on 
Smart/Connected TVs?

• Will the convergence of the online and traditional broadcasting 
spheres bring internet advertising techniques into the sphere of
content consumption? 

• What are the policy and regulatory implications for regulation?
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“Europe should not become a media museum ”

“European free-to-air television has clearly been insulated from the wake-
up call the press is now going through. 

There have been basic responses to advertising fragmentation. But the 
real storm may yet be coming. I wonder what is being done to stabilise 
the boat? 

How are you diversifying your revenues? Are there new pay TV business 
models you can tap into, to give one example? What print and online 
platforms can you monetise to support your programming? 

Are you ready for new business opportunities that may come your way?”

Commissioner Neelie Kroes, June 2010
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Audience fragmentation and multiplication of outlet s 
for advertising are driving revenue diversification

• There is no “burning platform” in the TV part of the content industry : 
audiences are up and revenues holding up 

• Already a key metric for market analysts and investors in 2002; 

• Broader revenue base offers protection against fluctuations in spot 
advertising; 

• Diversification can mean any number of activities…

• Secondary TV channels, online advertising, online sales of content, e-
commerce, teleshopping, product placement, sponsorship, third party 
airtime deals, programme sales, ancillary sales, pay TV, multiplex 
operation, retransmission fees, football club ownership…

• … but however it is defined, diversification is core to all commercial 
groups’ strategies

• More likely to be a 65/6:4:4:4:4:3:3:3:2:1:1 model than a 65/35;

• Constant experimentation
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Broadcasters and Regulators : Commercial 
Communication Issues for the next five years

• Many of the key issues in AVMS – e.g., product placement or 
sponsorship – will make a useful incremental contribution, but will not 
be game-changers (as stated in your Background Paper, and as 
predicted by OFCOM 2005). Other “new forms of commercial 
communication” have (to date) been only of theoretical interest. 

• Product placement will continue to develop, and sponsorship will
continue to evolve (though it’s in sales houses’ interests to keep 
sponsorship, spot and product placement separate…)

• But these are not the “innovative” responses to Commissioner Kroes

• Three areas where commercial communication has the potential to 
make a real contribution to diversification activity (alongside pay TV 
ventures of FTA groups)

• Cross-platform, cross-sectoral campaigns; 

• Online advertising

• Connected TV
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Cross-platform, cross-sectoral campaigns (making 
the regulators’ task more difficult?)
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A Few words about TVN Group

REACH ON DEMAND VIDEOCONTEXT

TVN 

channels

sales network
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Case study #1 - SCALE

How to leverage the potential of mass format to 

increase relevance of a commodity spice brand ?

CONTEXT

(chosen content, 

placement / branded 

content tools)

SCALE

(mass formats, 

primarily 

conventional tools)

ACTIVATION

(selected theme, 

contests / 

activations)
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Putting a commodity brand into a relevant context

CHALLENGE: how to increase relevance of local spice 

brand Prymat and differentiate it vs well known 

international brands (Knorr, Nestle)

INSIGHT: Consumers less and less believe in 

conventional spot advertising BUT they believe 

cooking experts and follow their recommendations

IDEA: Link brand activities with a mass TV format 

where a cooking celebrity is giving insights to 

restaurant-keepers on running their businesses
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Tools employed - combination of TV & 

on-line media around meaningful content

TV

product placementsponsorship 

billboard

contest for viewers

TV promotion 

billboard

announcements 

in other TVN 

programs

Integration with 

client web site

ON-LINE

Pre- and mid-roll 

ads around the 

format on VoD 

platform
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Effects – best results achieved among consumer 

who  were exposed to both TV and on-line media

Source: Interaktywny Instytut Badań Rynkowych – TVN branded content  / VoD advertising effectiveness research; statistically valid difference
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Online Advertising



Connected TV
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(1) The Proposition

• Current data inconclusive as to take up … but clearly there will 
be demand for some form of platform combining the best of 
television with the internet : “can be expected that connected 
TV will grow relatively fast over the next few years”; 

• Opportunity for European content companies (not just for non-
EU hardware and ICT players); 

• Will develop and potentially can be much more radical (cf. 
video clip) 



(2) Connected TV : The Commercial/Regulatory Challenges
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Some Thoughts on Interpretative Communication 2013

• 2004 text very useful because : 

� Clarified some grey areas; 

� Responded to real market demand (“the majority … supported the idea 
of clarifying how the directive should apply to NAT”)

� (arguably) helped NRAs apply EU law here for the first time

� Clear thread: “in dubio pro libertate” (if in doubt, authorise…)

• 2013? 

� Problems may be more inherent in the complicated wording of the 
directive, so harder to clarify; 

� Market yet to show real signs of uncertainty (viewers?) ; 

� Is there not more scope for learning by doing … undue prominence by 
definition has a subjective element, harder to clarify –

� Do NRAs need advice from the EU?
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The 2012/13 Package from the Commission could 

(a) Avoid double jeopardy for compliance

(b) Focus on big strategic issues : 

• Balance between privacy and freedom to advertise? 

• How to ascertain wishes of the real consumer? 

• How can industry help ensure the common goal of preserving the 
best of European media regulation? 
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Contact: ACT
Association of Commercial Television in Europe
Rue Joseph II, 9-13, BE - 1000 Brussels
Tel: + 32 2 736 00 52 - Fax: + 32 2 735 41 72
www.acte.be

Ross Biggam
Director General
rb@acte.be

Thank you! Questions?


